Synthetic development is a nascent field of research that uses the tools of synthetic biology to 52 design genetic programs directing cellular patterning and morphogenesis in higher eukaryotic cells, 53 mainly mammalian ones. Current design methods of these genetic programs proceed inefficiently, relying 54 on trial and error processes. By contrast, computational models can act as rapid testing platforms, 55
During the development of multicellular organisms, cells self-organize into complex tissue and 72 organ architectures essential for proper function. Self-organization is driven by genetically encoded 73 programs that dictate interactions at multiple biological levels, from cellular to tissue and organ levels 74 (Santorelli et ). These approaches emphasize identification of the universal principles that govern life 79 (Elowitz and Lim, 2010) . 80 In the field of developmental biology, the goal of reconstruction is to understand primary 81 components and their role in self-organization (Bashor et al., 2010; Davies, 2017; Lim, 2010; Mukherji 82 and van Oudenaarden, 2009). For instance, which genes or genetic circuits, in which cells, allow and 83 control specific natural or non-natural tissue development? Synthetic development seeks to integrate 84 synthetic genetic circuits into cells to control both the stimuli they sense and their subsequent behavior in 85 order to achieve synthetic multicellular development (Santorelli et al., 2019; Toda et al., 2018 Toda et al., , 2019 . 86 For example, by adding synthetic signaling and adhesion circuits to the genome of non-87 assembling cells, e.g. mouse fibroblast cells in culture, it is possible to achieve self-assembling patterned 88 spheroids (Toda et al., 2018) . Similar genetic circuits could, in theory, be used to design other 89
developmental trajectories in such non-developing cellular systems, however it remains unclear exactly 90
how to predict which genetic circuits would be required for any given target structure (Briers et al., 2019 ; 91 Santorelli et al., 2019) . 92 1993; Massagué, 1990 ; Massagué and Pandiella, 1993) (Fig. 1a, Biological) . When target gene products 140 accumulate sufficiently, the behavior of the responding cell (B) changes ( Fig. 1b, Biological ). 141
To model this modality of signaling, we conceptually separated it in two parts: (i) signaling-142 dependent continuous changes in target gene expression in receiver cells, and (ii) gene expression 143 dependent change in cell behavior (see STAR methods for full details). For the first part, we use 144 differential equations to model input-dependent response. The strength of the response (target gene 145 induction) in the receiver cell over time depends on several factors: the number of sender cells, the 146 number of ligands on each sender cell, the number of receptors on the receiver cell, and the amount of 147 contact between sender(s) and receiver. In a simplified two cell case with sender cell (A) and receiver cell 148 (B), if the receptors on (B) are in excess, signaling depends primarily on the amount of ligand on cell (A) 149 and the fraction of (A)'s surface contacting (B) (Fig. 1a, Biological) . To capture this signaling, we define 150 L as the number of ligands on cell (A)'s surface and Φ as the fraction of (A)'s surface in contact with 151 (B)'s surface. We can then define the signal S that cell (B) receives as S=Φ*L (Fig 1a, Model) . Increasing 152 the fraction of shared surface induces a stronger response ( Fig. 1a, right graph) . This is one specific case 153 of signaling, where ligand is limiting; for the generalized model, see STAR methods. This part of the 154 model ( Fig. 1a ) accounts for the continuous changes in gene expression in receiver cells. 155 To model the target gene expression dependent change in cell behavior, we take a step-wise 156 approximation where we define thresholds of gene activation that induce transition from a basal cell state 157
to an activated state and vice versa. In this way, behavioral transitions are discrete instead of continuous 158 (Anderson, 2005 ; Hester et al., 2011; Hutson et al., 2017) ( Fig. 1b, right graph) . Thresholds for transition 159 from basal to active state and back from active to basal state can be different and are defined as model 160
parameters. The state machine schematic for this type of network is proposed in Fig. 1b , Model. 161 The two parts of the model, continuous signaling and discrete response, are highly modular and 162
can be designed independently of one another. 163 164
The Model Qualitatively Recapitulates Simple Synthetic Structures 165 166
Known synthetic development structures are currently derived from juxtacrine signaling 167 dependent expression of different adhesion proteins (Toda et al., 2018) . In this in vitro assays, cells are 168 engineered with the appropriate signaling networks and responses, then between 20 and 200 cells are 169 mixed together and grown for 2-3 days in ultra-low attachment plates, and their morphological and 170 signaling evolution is followed via fluorescent microscopy. The first example is the two-layer spheroid 171 ( Fig. 2a) ; it is the result of a single forward network where CD19 on (A) blue cells bind to an αCD19 172 synNotch receptor on (B) gray cells to drive expression of green fluorescent protein (GFP) and E-173 cadherin, a homotypic adhesion protein (Toda et al., 2018) . To replicate the in vitro experimental setup in silico, we defined cell signaling and response 180 behaviors in L929 analogs that we call in silico L929 (ISL929); we then "mixed" these cells by 181
initializing 20-200 cells in a 100x100x100 lattice containing an inert medium (to model ultra-low 182 attachment plates), as a radially symmetric blob to maintain a consistent initial cell aggregate shape while 183 also maintaining a similar cell total and ratio to that of the reference experiment (more info in the STAR 184 methods, Computational Methods Details chapter). We then ran the simulation for 1000 monte carlo steps 185
(mcs) per one hour of experiment time and follow the evolution of signaling and morphology (timescale 186 was determined by comparing the qualitative and quantitative space-time morphological evolution, and 187 (A') and (B') activation rate, to that of the reference three-layer experiment, see below Fig. 3d-e ). 188
To simulate the 2 layer spheroid in this setup, we programmed our in silico L929 (ISL929, see 189 STAR Methods) cells with the same logic as the in vitro ( Fig. 2b) (See STAR  193 Methods for details). Starting with a mixture of approximately 100 (A) and 100 (B) cells, we consistently 194 (n=3) obtained two-layer structures (Fig. 2b ) qualitatively similar to that of the in vitro results ( Fig. 2a ). 195 We noticed that this 2-layered structure could be generated for a number of values of adhesion matrix (not 196 shown). 197
One way to quantitatively track sorting is to follow a homogeneity index (Flenner et al., 2008; 198 Olimpio et al., 2018; Sun and Wang, 2013); we define a homogeneity index for a given cell type, based 199 on the average percentage of surface area that the cells of that cell type share with either other of the same 200 or of different cell types. This measure ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating maximal homogeneity (see 201 STAR Methods, Simulation Quantifications). We followed sorting over time by quantifying homogeneity 202 index of cells (B)/(B') and (A) separately over time. The homogeneity index increases only slowly for 203 cells of type A, reflecting the lack of active sorting for A cells, and instead increases dramatically for cells 204 B/B', starting from around when the induction of transition BàB' happens (around 7000 mcs, Fig. 2b ). 205 We noted that, from the in vitro system, it does seem that the reversion to the ground state is little 206 or negligible. Computationally here we used an approximation where the active state B' never goes back 207 to B. We compared, in the context of 3-layered structures below ( Fig. 3c and S3 ), the results of 208 simulations with this approximation with ones where the threshold for activation was the same as of 209 induction, and we did not see statistic differences, which motivated us to keep this assumption of 210 "irreversibility" for the positive-feedback based networks. 211 212
The 213  214  QUALITATIVE  215 While the two-layer structure is the result of a single forward network, we hypothesized that the 216 model could easily be expanded to capture morphologies resulting from higher order signaling. We tested 217 this hypothesis by extending the forward network to a back-and-forth network where (A) activates (B), 218 then (B') activates (A). This network was used in vitro to generate both central-symmetric 3-layered 219 structures ( Fig. 3 ) and also non-central symmetric structures ( Fig. 4) , based on the choice of adhesion 220 molecules. 221
Model Recapitulates Higher-order Synthetic Structures Qualitatively and Quantitatively
One first central-symmetric 3-layered structure is the so-called 3-layered structure. In vitro, this is 222 accomplished by modifying the forward network such that (B) cells express GFP-ligand that binds to 223 αGFP-ligand synNotch on blue (A) cells, driving blue (A) cells' expression of mCherry and low E-224 cadherin. When around 200A cells are mixed with around 40B cells, the first step is the induction of B 225 cells to B'; the B' cells are homotypically adhesive so they form the core, and they also signal to cells A 226 to induce them to A'. (A') cells are moderately adhesive to (B') cells and weakly to (A') cells (Toda et  227 al., 2018) ( Fig. 3a , Development 0-20hr). 228
The implementation in silico follows the same design logic. The forward network used to 229 generate the two-layer structure is modified such that the excited (B') state gains a ligand communication 230 channel that can signal to (A) and (A') cells that express the cognate receptor. The adhesion matrix is 231 modified such that the (A') cells are intermediately adherent to (B') and weakly to the rest of the cells 232 ( Fig. 3b ). When we simulated the development of a system comprising around 200A and 50B cells, we 233 observed that there was first induction of B to B' cells that formed a core. Then the B' cells started to 234 communicate to the A cells to turn red starting ( Fig. 3b, Development) . At the endpoint we observed 235 structures similar to that of the in vitro results, a three-layer structure consisting of a green core 236 surrounded by concentric shells of red, then blue ( Fig. 3b and Movie S1). We also obtained similar 237 structures when we started from different amount of cells A and B ( Fig. S1 and Movie S2). In silico, we 238 showed that signaling is necessary for three-layer formation: without excitation to (B') and (A'), no 239 sorting occurred either qualitatively or quantitatively ( Fig. S2 ). Of note, the three-layer structure has 240 known regenerative capabilities in vitro, reforming the three-layer structure if bisected (Toda et al., 2018) 241 ( Fig. 3a) . In silico three-layer structure also exhibited regeneration, but only partially ( Fig. 3b and Movie 242 S3). Reasons for this are addressed in the discussion. 243
At this point we carried out a fine-tuning of the parameters to qualitatively match the timelines of 244 activation; we converged to model parameters for which 1000mcs = 1h by comparing the in silico and the 245 in vitro timelapse stills. For example, the activation of green cells occur at around 7000mcs in silico, and 246 the activation of red cells occur at 13,000mcs. This alignment was achieved by tuning the parameters. 247
Other, non-central-symmetric synthetic structures were generated with the back-and-forth 248 network, differing in the signaling-induced adhesion proteins (Toda et al., 2018) . Once we identified the 249 signaling parameters that would best recapitulate the three layers structure, we moved to the other 250 structures. We decided to keep the signaling parameters consistent between networks (same signaling 251 parameters for all back-and-forth). Moreover, when E-cadherin was used again, we used the same 252 numerical values across different simulations. For new cadherins, we estimated the value by best-253 guessing based on literature, and by fine tuning the similarity of the structures that we obtained to the in 254 vitro structures. By modifying the adhesion matrix to reflect different cadherin-type adhesion and the 255 corresponding spherical morphology constraints to reflect deformation in adhesive cells we were able to 256 recapitulate the structures derived from the back-and-forth signaling network in silico with the correct 257 timescale ( Fig. 4a, Fig. S4 -S5, Movies S3-7). 258 259 QUANTITATIVE 260
Quantifying morphogenesis is known to be relatively difficult. Nevertheless, we wanted to have a 261 quantitative sense of whether our computational models were able to recapitulate the in vitro systems, 262 apart from the qualitative observed likelihood of the images. 263 We decided to first focus on the target gene expression dynamics. We first measured the target 264 gene induction over time in the in vitro system, from the timelapse movies; the % induction of GFP is the 265 normalized amount of green fluorescence over time, and we can follow how that increases over time, 266 starting from around 5-7h. For the in silico system, the quantification is on the activated cells, with the 267 last time step normalized to 1. Fig. 3c shows the similarity between the induction dynamics in vitro and in 268 silico, both for the green and the red channel. Interestingly, the similarities are not only in the induction 269 time (which we obtained through parameter tuning), but also on the slope and shape of the curves, which 270
have not been target of parameter optimization. This shows that our model can quantitatively recapitulate 271 the time evolution of signaling over time of the in vitro system. 272 We wanted then to assess whether the morphological evolution over time in silico was similar to 273 that in vitro. In vitro, we noticed from the published time-lapse of the three-layered structure development 274 that the circularity of the structures in the 2D projection evolves over time to reach a steady state by the 275 end of simulation; this was both true for the overall structure and of the cadherin-expressing cells ( Fig.  276 3d). To quantify these features, we defined a circularity index in 2D and a sphericity index in 3D for the 277 comparison of the in vitro and in silico structures (see STAR methods, Video Analysis). When we 278 measured these morphology indexes over time, we found that they generated similar temporal evolution 279 and convergence to a steady state by the end of simulations. 280
Lastly, we wanted next to assess how much the computational system is able to quantitatively 281 capture robustness of the development, which is an emergent property of the biological counterparts. 282
Although the synthetic development of the in vitro structures does not happen identically 100% of the 283 times, it is reported to form a similar structure with one core in the 57% of the times (Toda et al., 2018) . 284 We wanted to see if our computational system, based on the stochasticity of the cellular potts evolution 285 algorithm, would recapitulate this feature. To measure reproducibility of the in silico system, we 286 quantified the number of cores formed over repeated simulations (n=30 simulations). We saw that the 287 majority of the simulations yielded a 1-core structure, some a 2-core, and a minority a non-core structure 288 ( Fig. 3c ). We compared this distribution to the distribution of morphologies obtained in the biological 289 system (Toda et al., 2018) , and found them similar (Pearson χ 2 =0.24, d.f.=2, P>0.89), indicating that our 290
in silico system can recapitulate reproducibility features of the in vitro cellular systems. 291 We also tested whether these quantitative analysis were dependent on the reversibility of the 292 induction. A chi-squared analysis did not reveal a significant difference from the in vitro core distribution, 293
Pearson χ 2 =4.75, d.f.=2, P>0.09. Quantitatively, the sphericity and activation timescale were similar to 294 that of in vitro circularity and activation ( Fig. S3b ). 295 296
The
Model Recapitulates Synthetic Structures Generated by Lateral Inhibition Circuits Starting from 297
Genetically Uniform Cell Populations 298 299
Our model can recapitulate synthetic structures resulting from single or multiple levels of 300 activation juxtacrine signaling. However, patterning and morphogenesis can also result from inhibition 301 juxtacrine signaling as in the classic example of checkerboard patterning from lateral inhibition ( model such that, S→-S (S is signal) and β→-β (threshold of signaling) to yield high signaling to low 305 reporter production and low signaling to high reporter production (See STAR Methods). We tested the 306
inhibition version of the model on lateral inhibition by generating the following network: red (A) cells 307 send inhibition signals to neighboring red (A) and (A') green cells (Fig. S6a ). The inhibition signal then 308 inhibits red color, representing red reporter fused ligand and activates green reporter. Red (A) cells with 309 sufficient red inhibition/green activation excite to (A') green. In order to allow reporter inhibition as 310 required in lateral inhibition, we set the reversion threshold equal to the activation threshold. The network 311 is predicted, starting from genetically uniform cells, to generate cell states differentiation. To test if this 312 was true in our setup, we simulated development starting from a static, regularly shaped monolayer of red 313 (A) cells, and we were able to obtain the classic checkerboard pattern of lateral inhibition ( Fig. S6,  314 Model, top). We then tested this lateral-inhibition network on a disordered cell monolayer where cells 315 move slightly around their position, and begin with different sizes, don't grow and don't divide. By To obtain this network in vitro, we modified the lateral inhibition network model such that green 331 (A') cells adhere to other green (A') cells ( Fig.4b , Model, Adhesion Matrix). When we run the simulation 332 over time, starting from an aggregate of around 100 cells, we observe that first some of the red cells 333 become green, and then that the green cells meet each-other in the center of the aggregate, similarly to 334 what happens in vitro ( Fig. 4b and S6c, In silico). Over time in the in silico system we observe that these 335 green cells do sometime revert to red, leaving in the center an active dynamic of green cells turning red 336
and being moved to the external layer (not shown). 337 338
Synthetic Hollowing can be Achieved by Apoptosis 339 340
With evidence of biological replicability of multiple structures, we then generated and tested a 341 series of new programs for interesting morphologies. We started with hollow structures due to their 342 developmental importance (e.g. the blastocyst (Watson, 1992) , tubes (Nelson, 2003) , and clinical 343 relevance (e.g. polycystic kidney disease (Qian et al., 1996) ). 344 We reasoned that the two-layer structure could provide an ideal starting point for generating a 345 hollowed structure, if we fate the cells in the core to apoptosis. A mixture of A and B cells would initially 346 engage in communication so that B cells would convert to B' adhesive cells and form a core. After the 347 core is formed, the cells of the core would die to leave space for a cavity. Figure 5a shows our ideal target 348 trajectory. 349 We thought that the implementation could start from the two-layer network (Fig. 2) for the 350 formation of 2 layers. For the simulation of cell death, we converted cells to "medium" type cells to 351 physically conserve cavity volume. Otherwise, it would behave as a vacuum rather than a medium-filled 352 void. When we tried the simple implementation where the green cells are fated to apoptosis, we 353 encountered a number of problems: the cells committed apoptosis before forming a core, and if more time 354
was allowed for apoptosis, then the inner core of B' green cells would not receive the further signals for 355 transitioning to media (not shown). To resolve these two issues, we introduced two modifications. (1) To 356 have a controlled timing of response, with first increase of adhesion, and then commit to death, we 357 introduced two thresholds for activation: one, lower, for activation of adhesion; a second, higher, for cell 358 death.
(2) To sustain signaling among B' cells, we equipped B' cells with signaling capacity on top of 359 receiving capacity ( Fig. 5b ). Therefore, (B) cells with sufficient reporter activation become (B') and then 360 may, with further reporter activation, convert to medium. 361
When we simulated this network, the formation of a hollow structure was at first incomplete, as 362 the outer layer did not coat completely the inner core (not shown). In order to achieve complete coating of 363 the cavity, we introduced a couple of variations: (B') cells neither grow nor divide, and (A) cells grow 364 and divide slightly faster (see STAR methods). This transformed the two-layer structure into a hollow 365 structure with a simple hollowed shell of blue (A) cells 50% of the time in a total of 10 runs, when 366 starting from a mixture of 121.6±7.28 blue (A) and 57.4±7.28 gray (B) cells ( Fig. 5c ). 367 We propose that such network could be generated, in vitro, with an extension of the 2-layer 368 network, where the response of B cells include: E-cadherin, ligand, G1 arrest; and, with lower efficiency, 369 cell death (Fig. 5d ). The in silico simulations use ISL929 (in silico L929) with slightly increased 370 growth/division rates, which could be simulated by experimental conditions under low-dose mitogens 371 insufficient to override (B') G1 arrest from p21 ( Fig. 5d in Fig. 6a . We planned to start from a mixture of two cell types, (A) and (B), which would first form two 381 poles via adhesion-mediated sorting (step 1). A and B cells would then signal to each other to induce the 382 activated cell types, (A') and (B') at the interface (step 2). Activated cells A' and B' would stop 383 proliferating and acquire a more "solid-like" features that inhibit further movement and sorting. Activated 384 cells A' and B' would acquire also a signaling capacity for cells of the same type (A' towards A and A', 385
and B' towards B and B') that would induce activation. In this way, at the interface between blue cells 386 and red cells, the activated red cells A' are signaling to inactive A cells (blue) to become red. As the 387 inactivated cells A and B keep proliferating, we reasoned that these areas on either end with reserve A 388 and B cells could be poles able to provide an engine for growth. 389
To implement this synthetic developmental trajectory, we thought of describing a symmetric 390 system where two cell types A and B work symmetrically. In the inactive state, they have homotypic 391 adhesion preference, and low heterotypic adhesion. They also signal to each-other to activate to A' and B' 392 respectively. The active state, for example A', gains different features: a signaling capacity towards same 393 cell type (both A and A' have the receptor for this new signal), reduced motility and inhibited growth and 394 division ( Fig. 6b ). 395
Seeding a mixture of approximately 30 (A) and 30 (B) cells with a first parameter set 396 (Implementation 1 in Fig. 6c ) led to the formation of short elongated structures in ~50% of the 397 simulations. Elongation terminated between 20,000-50,000 mcs with 100% loss of both poles (only one 398 run had (B) cells remaining as a small spheroid isolated from the elongated structure) ( Fig. 6c ). We 399
wanted to see if we could optimize the growth to obtain continuous growth. We suspected that unreliable 400 elongation was due to initial conditions that did not support pole formation (step 1 in Fig. 6a ). We 401 therefore hypothesized that robustness could be improved by seeding with separate spheroids of (A) and 402 (B). This simple change in initial condition led to consistent, improved elongation overall (100% 403 bidirectional elongation) and in both cell genotypes in all runs, even though only 40% of the structures 404 retained both caps ( Fig. 6d ). This suggests that the incomplete elongation observed with Implementation 405 1 was due to an incomplete interface formation. It also suggested a way to improve elongation: increasing 406 time delay between sorting (step 1) and activation (step 2). We therefore generated an Implementation 2 407 of the same network, where the activation threshold for A to A' and B to B' were higher, and so they took 408 longer to happen. With this implementation we observed markedly improved elongation, both overall 409 (Fig. 6f ), and comparison to genotype from an initial mixture of cells, 68.67±9.27 pixels with 410 Implementation 2 vs 48.95±8.28 pixels with Implementation 1 (significantly longer, two-tailed t-test, 411
t=5.01, P<0.0001). Furthermore, 80% of the structures obtained with Implementation 2 retained the 412 capability to elongate by retaining the (A) caps and (B) caps ( Fig. 6e ). 413
In vitro, this can be achieved by requiring higher amount of red and green reporter, relative to 414 associated proteins, to achieve the phenotypic transition, a similar method to that employed in the 415 hollowing network. This would allow to start from uniformly mixed cells, which is an easier to obtain 416 initial condition. 417 418
Strongly Inhibiting Receptor Expression Allows Morphological Oscillation In Silico 419 420
The previous structures were inspired by existing biological structures, but synthetic biology can 421 be expanded to potential structures as well (Elowitz and Lim, 2010) . We wanted to see if we could 422 generate the networks for a "limit-cycle" attractor for the dynamic, i.e. a morphological oscillator. We 423 tested our model's capability to explore possible structures by focusing on a novel morphological 424 oscillator, oscillating between a highly mixed (A) and (B) structure (low homogeneity) and a poorly 425 mixed (A') and (B') structure (high homogeneity) ( Fig. 7a ). Previous studies suggest that the low 426 homogeneity structure can be achieved via heterotypic adhesion (Brodland and Chen, 2000; Glazier and  427 Graner, 1993; Togashi et al., 2011) and simulations performed in this study suggest the high homogeneity 428
structure can be achieved via homotypic adhesion, but the network required to link the two is unknown. 429 We reasoned that the two states could be implemented by a switch-like behavior in the adhesion 430
repertoire that would favor the checkerboard pattern. In their activated state, heterotypic adhesion would be replaced 433 by two different homotypic adhesion molecules that would favor the formation of two poles (e.g. N-434 cadherin and P-cadherin, Homot.Ad.1 and Homot.Ad. 2 in Fig. S8a ). The switch behavior relies on a 435
receptor that can both inhibit and activate target genes. In vitro this could be achieved with expression of 436 two synNotches with the same extracellular domain, and two different intracellular domain, one for 437 activation one for repression (Morsut et al., 2016) . We reasoned that some form of signaling could 438 generate continuous oscillation between the two morphologies without reaching a stable endpoint. 439 We The above results suggest that morphological separation is not sufficient to bring the cells back to 450 the initial state. We next tested the case where signaling capacity of the activated cell states is different 451 from basal state. First, we tried ligand repression in the activated state in order to make the cells less 452
capable of signaling to each other in the active state, thus favoring a return to ground state (Network 2). 453
Seeding a mixture of 30 (A) and 27 (B) cells yielded overdamped morphological oscillation, with the 454 endpoint being (B) cells locking (A) cells into the (A') red fate ( Fig. 7c ). 455
To prevent this locked endpoint, we adjusted the network such that the inhibition signal inhibited 456 receptor expression instead of ligand expression. This led to quicker and sustained transition of the 457 excited state to the ground state. In addition, this adjustment forced signaling coupling to generate robust 458 morphological oscillations ( Fig. 7b network 3) that lasted at least 13 cycles ( Fig. S8b) often rely on a lengthy trial and error process. An initial design is implemented biologically and 469 subsequently modified for improvement in an iterative and lengthy process. Computational models can 470 provide support by allowing rapid implementation of various designs in silico. In this way, robust 471 formulas can be identified and selected before being implemented experimentally, effectively catalyzing 472 reconstruction efforts and enabling rational design. Here we present the first of such models, focusing 473 specifically on synthetic juxtacrine signaling, and demonstrate its ability to replicate synthetic 474 morphogenesis and facilitate synthetic design. We began by recapitulating known synthetic structures 475 along with their key features: morphology, self-organization, variability and dynamics. We then used the 476 model to test, improve, and propose potential designs for yet to be achieved structures in synthetic 477 biology: hollow, elongated, and oscillatory. 478
Our model demonstrates biological faithfulness, replicating numerous facets of currently known 479 high complexity mammalian synthetic structures: back-and-forth, symmetrical, asymmetrical, and lateral 480
inhibition. Nevertheless, the model can still be further improved, as evidenced by the incomplete 481 regeneration of the three-layer structure. Several reasons are possible for the lack of blue (A) cells at the 482 bisected area in silico (Fig. 3b) , with the first, but unlikely, consideration being the (A) adhesion 483 parameters. In the simulations, (A) cells have minimal adhesion, preferentially adhering to cells rather 484 than medium, but with no preference between cell types (see Fig. 3b matrix or Table S1 ). Therefore, a 485 simple remedy is to alter (A) cells to bear differential adhesion to (A') and (B'), driving them to the 486 damaged area. However, this is unlikely as it contradicts other in vitro images of the same circuit; the lack 487 of a smooth (A) layer, especially evident from the 3D reconstruction of a three-layer in the reference 488 experiment, along with the retention of a rounded morphology even when contacting (B') or (A'), 489 strongly indicates that (A) lacks differential adhesion to other cell types (Toda et al., 2018) . A more 490 plausible explanation is that the computational model is an idealized version of the experiment, performed 491
with machine-like precision difficult to achieve humanly. Immediate post-bisection structures in vitro 492
have noticeable imperfections such as latching cells post bisection and prominent proximal cells in 493 suspension (Toda et al., 2018) ; these cells can easily reattach to aid regeneration. With the model 494 demonstrated to be capable of powerful biological replication under controlled conditions, the foundation 495 is established. The next step is to deliberately introduce "imperfections" to further improve similarity to 496 realistic experimental setups. More importantly, this improvement raises an interesting question; can these 497 "imperfections" be used to our advantage in rational design, for example, improving robustness? 498
Our model also generated interesting observations when we tried to design novel developmental 499 trajectories that have not yet been implemented in vitro. Going through phases of design-test-learn-500 redesign can elucidate which parameter sets confer robustness to various trajectories and which instead 501 perform poorly. 502
In particular, when designing the elongating trajectories, we realized that without a fluid-to-solid 503 transition we could not achieve directional elongation in our simulations. These types of transitions are 504
shown to be at work during embryogenesis (Mongera et al., 2018) . It would be powerful to understand the 505 molecular underpinnings of these transitions and begin to control them in vitro in synthetic systems. We 506 also observed that our first elongation network (network 1) was not very efficient in generating elongated 507 structures; however, when we changed the initial conditions, the same genetic network did generate 508 robust elongating structures. In and of themselves, boundary conditions could generate diversity, even 509
without changes in the genetic program. During embryogenesis, initial conditions for a phase of 510 morphogenesis are often dictated by a preceding phase of morphogenesis. For instance, the formation of 511 two poles is the initial condition for subsequent elongation. By changing the dynamic of a previous phase 512 of morphogenesis, we could affect a second phase without altering genetic program and the dynamic of 513 the second phase directly. 514 515
As we attempted to create a trajectory leading to a stable oscillatory structure (Fig. 7) , we learned 516 valuable lessons from trajectory iterations that failed. We first thought that the strong homotypic adhesion 517 within A' and B' cells by would be sufficient to separate the two group of cells so that they would not 518 signal to each other. However, in the simulations we saw that the presence of an interface where A' cells 519 and B' cells are still touching and signaling to each other prevented them from reverting back to the basal 520
A and B states. We were able to overcome this when we had the communication between A and B cells 521 change the network itself, so that A' and B' cells would have a reduction in signaling capacities. We 522 made minimal progress when we removed the ligands from activated cells but saw more dramatic effects 523 when we removed the receptors from activated A' and B' cells. This type of regulation seemed important 524
to generate states that are basis for subsequent morphogenesis, and, together with the dynamics explored 525
for the elongating structure, point to the need to pay attention to how the multistep developmental 526
trajectories are linked together, and the dynamics of that as an engine of diversity, that might have been 527 used during evolutionary times. 528
The indicating directions for expansion within the current tool repertoire (e.g. lack of synthetic 537 mechanotransduction), and revealing programs for targeted structures. 538
These frameworks and models will likely be employed as designed: for efficient rational design 539 of a desired morphology. Therefore, "off-target' programs, programs that fail to yield a desired 540 morphology, will inherently be viewed as less relevant compared to successful programs. Nonetheless, 541
such "off-target" programs can still reveal unimagined structures alongside fundamental developmental 542
rules. An interesting direction would be to utilize computational models to explore structures that can, but 543 have yet to, exist. This was previously not possible due to the efforts required biologically, but is now 544 feasible with computational models that can rapidly test programs and accurately reveal structures. In 545 light of this possibility, we propose that computational models are not only methods for identifying 546 potential programs for morphogenesis, but also methods for proposing programs for novel/unidentified 547 structures. 548 We hope this is the first of many modular computational models and trust that with continued 549 technological and biological advances each generation of model will improve computational performance. (green) that triggers expression of the target gene. In the lower pair, the amount of ligands in cells A is 561
higher, hence the signaling (green arrow) towards the target gene is stronger. On the right, the in silico 562 model shows a simplified representation of this process with parameters: ligand amount (L, purple 563 boundary of in silico cells), surface area of contact (Φ, pink), and net signal (S, green arrow). In the 564 schematic, in silico cells are multi-pixel objects with different levels of ligand and shared surface area. 565
The cell pair at the bottom has a higher level of communication compared to the upper pair due to both a 566 higher ligand level (L2>L1, shown as thicker border) and smaller surface area of contact (Φ2>Φ1, 2 567 pixels compared to 1). 1,000 monte carlo steps (mcs) to 1 hour, and size equivalence, 17.5 pixels to ~100um, were obtained from 603 images and movies of the in vitro three-layer structure (see Fig.3 ). prefer binding to other cells than to media (black). Representative cross section of aggregates of an in 623 silico synthetic developmental trajectory is shown below at the indicated time points; initial conditions 624 are 200A cells and 50B cells. For the regeneration simulation, the initial condition is 24h timepoint of a 625 synthetic development run started from 160A and 91B cells. Then, half of the cells were manually 626 removed. Scale bar is 17.5 pixels (around 100um). Number of cells is approximate in vitro, and in silico 627 is a feature that is not completely under control of the programming. 628
(c) Quantification of A' (red) and B' (green) activation in silico and in vitro followed over time for the 629 duration of development of the three-layered structure. In silico, the activation index for A' cells is the 630 number of activated cells over the total of A+A' cells normalized to be 100 at endpoint; similarly for 631 activation index for B' cells. In vitro (solid lines), the activation index for A' cells is defined as the 632 amount of green pixels, normalized to be 100 at the endpoint; similar for (see STAR methods, Video 633
Analysis for details on thresholding) (n=30 simulations, n=1 for in vitro). We present mean±s.d. for the in 634 silico results (dotted lines with standard deviations in the graph). and BàB' are higher. The elongation is slower but more robust. 700
(f) Quantification of length of simulated aggregates at 100,000 steps for Implementation 1 and 701 Implementation 2. We present mean±s.d. (n=10). See Fig. S7 for details software that allows simulation of cells and their behaviors using the cellular Potts formalism. By itself, 745
CC3D contains numerous built-in features for replicating in vitro cell behavior, several of which we 746 utilized either directly or adjusted via CC3D Python v.2.7.13 scripting according to manual v3.7.9. In our 747 model, we incorporated default features from CC3D such as surface area constraint, volume constraint, 748 cell division, adhesion, cell-cell surface contact, and cell types. We implemented custom cell motility, cell 749 growth, and cell signaling, as described below and in subsequent sections. 750 We defined cells as multi-pixel entities in 3D that physically act by performing "pixel copy 751
attempts" over simulation time steps (monte carlo steps, mcs). Performing "pixel copy attempts" 752 effectively moves and changes both cell geometry and position over time. These pixel copy attempts 753 succeed probabilistically, determined by the Boltzmann acceptance function, P=e -∆H/T , where P is 754 probability of attempt success, ∆H is change in total effective energy of the system from all attempted 755 pixel copy attempts at the mcs t, and T is the cell motility (Swat et al., 2012) . 756
Effective energy (H). Because we incorporated surface area constraint, volume constraint, and 757 adhesion, our total effective energy H at a given mcs t therefore takes the form, 758
as described in (Hester et al., 2011) . The terms σ(i) and σ(j) denote the identity of the cells occupying 759 pixel sites i and j separately, with the Kronecker Delta limiting inclusion to only the cell interface. J is a 760 matrix that contains the contact energy per pixel of the boundaries while λ Sur and λ Vol constrain deviations 761 of a cell from the ideal surface area Sur Tar and Vol Tar , hereafter referred to as target surface area and target 762 volume, respectively. 763 J controls adhesion in cellular Potts. J represents a stability index: lower J makes for a more stable 764 state, which is then how you achieve stronger adhesion. Conversely, a higher J leads to weaker adhesion. 765
Throughout the manuscript (mainly in the figures), we use a grouped representation of the adhesion for 766 presentation simplicity; the exact values of J are shown in Table S2 . 767
Cell motility (T) 768
Cell adhesion to environment is complexly linked to cell motility, and adhesion effects on 769 motility vary widely between different adhesion proteins and cell types (Gumbiner, 1996; Nieman et al., 770 1999; Takeichi, 2011) . In general, although clearly not all-encompassing, the adhesion abstraction is that 771 strong cell adhesion to environment tends to decrease cell motility (Alberts et al., 2002; Gumbiner, 1996; 772 Takeichi, 2011). We therefore defined motility as a function of a cell's environment (neighboring cells 773 and medium); so different cells can have different motiliy. Each cell's individual motility T σ is: 774 775
This formula iterates over each neighboring cell pixel and medium uniquely, but ultimately only the focal 776 cell type, neighboring cell types, and total contact with medium determine motility because J differs only 777 between types and is constant to medium. Categorizing environment by cell types and medium instead, 778
accomplished in CC3D via cell-cell surface contact feature and cell type index, we obtained a 779 computationally simpler approximate formula, 780 a constant representing basal cell motility, ζ a constant representing how effectual adhesion is at  781 attenuating, and k denotes cell type (including medium here). This T allows each cell to sense its local 782 environmental adhesiveness, decreasing motility if adhesive to neighbors and restoring motility when 783 exposed to non-adhesive conditions. 784 785
In Silico L929 Cell Line Properties 786 787
In our model, each in silico L929 (ISL929) cell consists of multiple pixels and starts with a target 788 radius (TR) randomly chosen using a Gaussian distribution (µ=3.0 pixels, σ=0.5 pixels). This TR is then 789 used to calculate the target surface area (4πr 2 ) and target volume ( implementation of growth, cell death occurs as well, incorporating yet another behavior of in vitro L929 807 cells. We also observed from the reference experiments that strongly adhesive L929 cells tightly cluster, 808 deform markedly, and lose their rounded morphology (Toda et al., 2018) . To roughly mimic this 809 characteristic of adhesive L929 cells in our simulations, we relaxed the spherical morphology constraint 810 such that for cells with an adhesion matrix value of at least 2 (see Table S2 ), λ Sur and λ Vol were set to 1.0. 811
Other cells had λ Sur and λ Vol set to 2.2. 812
In our hollowing, elongation, and oscillation simulations, we modify some of these basic 813 parameters to incorporate new behaviors and if so, give the changes in the respective sections. 814 815
Generalized Juxtacrine Signaling Model (GJSM) 816 817
Juxtacrine signaling is the method employed to achieve the known synthetic structures. For a 818 generic signaling ligand whose expression was constitutive, constant, and unaffected by signaling, we 819 describe the total ligand level, L, on a cell's surface by the equation 820
where t is the given time in mcs, while γ, η, θ, and ξ are constants. We chose this equation because of its 823 generalizability. It can represent steady state ligand level on a cell's surface, recovery of surface ligand 824 level from trypsinization, and experimental conditions such as ligand induction via tetracycline from a 825 drug-controlled promoter (e.g. Tet On). Here we also give the simplified form used in our simulations. 826
Then, a receiver cell in contact with the sender cell would change its reporter level, R, by the 827 differential equation 828
where τ, α, β, ε, and κ are constants and S is signal strength. We chose this form for several reasons. First, 831
parameters have intuitive interpretations: τ and α control maximal reporter synthesis due to S, β controls 832 sensitivity to S, ε modulates magnitude of S and β, and κ represents the standard linear protein decay rate 833 constant commonly employed in biological models. Secondly, these parameters have kinetic/biological 834 interpretations, due to the logistic function's intrinsic relation to the Hill function (Reeve and Turner, 835 2013) . Lastly, the logistic function is easily tunable and well behaved, due to its monotonicity from 836 negative infinity to positive infinity and bound between 0 and τ. This tunability is not as easily achievable 837
with the Hill function, where odd or fractional hill constants lead to the existence of singularities. 838
Signal strength S is affected by four primary factors in juxtacrine signaling: the number of 839 receptors on the receiver cell, the number of ligands on each sender cell, the surface contact area between 840 the sender and receiver cell, and the number of sender cells in contact. For a receiver cell σ with receptor 841
level Ω and signaling neighbors SN this allows S to be defined as, 842
:
where Φ and L/Ω are the separate components reflecting surface contact fraction and ligand/receptor 844 level, respectively. The Min function takes the minimum of the two values. Then, we define 845 In our biological replication simulations, we assumed the receptors are non-limiting (i.e. ligand 852 induction or signaling mediated ligand inhibition), and in our exploration simulations, we utilized the case 853
where receptor is limiting (i.e. signaling mediated receptor inhibition). We thus obtain 854
Because these factors evolve over time, S is therefore a morphological dependent and time dependent 857 function that evolves according to structure's spatial organization. 858
Some cell types send and receive signals. These cells have reporters that also function as, or are 859 associated with, signaling ligands. For these cells, we set 860 : = (6) 861
By assigning different combinations of these equations to in silico cells, we can generate different 862 genotypes of cells. In CC3D, these different genotypes are coded as different cell types. To match the 863 biological ligand receptor pair specificity, we set different types of cells to receive signal only from 864 designated types of cells, reflecting the lack of cross-activation by synNotch (Toda et al., 2018 To implement signaling inducible behavioral response, we further classify our cell signaling 872 genotypes into states. We borrow notation from physics; cells of each genotype, if excitable, bear a 873 ground state and an excited state or even multiple higher order excited states. Cells that pass the threshold 874 would enter the excited state, with the excited state bearing different properties, such as color change, 875 being adhesive, capacity to deform, or even different signaling/reception capacity (Fig. 1b ). This 876 quantized representation of cell behavior has been applied to great effect, though not with this notation, in 877 other models (Anderson, 2005; Hester et al., 2011; Hutson et al., 2017) . 878
Because the reference experiments primarily focus on signaling inducible adhesion with reporter, 879
we utilize two states per genotype, ground and excited, in the biological replication simulations. The 880 excited state bears a different color from the ground state, reflecting signaling induced reporter 881 expression. J changes depending on adhesive strength and binding specificity that the cadherin types in 882 the in vitro counterpart express upon sufficient signaling (see Table S1 ). It is also possible for a cell to fall 883 from the excited state to the ground state due to loss of signaling, leading to the existence of a reversion 884 threshold, in contrast to the activation threshold. Falling under the reversion threshold transitions an 885 excited state cell to the ground state, reverting color and excited properties. It is of interest to note that for 886
the reference experiments, the activation threshold need not necessarily equal the reversion threshold, as 887 the adhesion protein and reporter can have different degradation rates since they are not fused. We tested 888 both cases where the reversion threshold is zero and activation threshold equals the reversion threshold. 889
We did not detect a clear difference between the two methods (See Results, Fig. 3, and Fig. S3 ). We 890 therefore based our decision on the reference results, where no notable deactivation and loss of adhesion 891 occurred (Toda et al., 2018) and thus set our reversion threshold to be zero in our replication simulations. 892
In our hollowing, elongation, and oscillation simulations, we conjugated signaling to other types of 893 output, such as changes in motility, growth, and tested the effect of different thresholds. This led to 894 additional behavior differences between genotypes, their ground states, and their excited states. We give 895 these changes in the respective sections. 896 897
Simulation Conditions 898 899
Our simulations employed two genotypes, usually both excitable, with the following notation: (A) 900
as ground state of the first genotype, (A') as excited state of the first genotype, (B) as ground state of the 901 second genotype, and (B') as excited state of the second genotype. We generated these genotypes in our 902 replication simulations by programming ISL929 with the appropriate signaling network and behavioral 903 response when excited (adhesion and/or color change), reflecting that of the in vitro counterpart. At the 904 center of a 100x100x100 lattice, we seeded a mixture of (A) and (B) cells as a radially symmetric blob to 905 maintain a consistent initial cell aggregate shape while also maintaining a similar cell total and ratio to 906 that of the reference experiment. We then ran the simulation according to the timescale, 1000 monte carlo 907 steps (mcs) per one hour of experiment time. Our timescale was determined by comparing the qualitative 908 and quantitative space-time morphological evolution, and (A') and (B') activation rate, to that of the 909 reference three-layer experiment ( Fig. 3d-e ). 910
We ran lateral inhibition patterning on a 100x100x5 pixel cell monolayer (~400 cells) for 20,000 911 mcs. Cells in inhibition networks (Fig. 4b, Fig.7, Fig. S6, and Fig. S8) To determine how our simulations quantitatively compared to experimental runs for the three-919 layer structure, we quantified three measurements: core distribution, sphericity, and activation timescale. 920 (B') green cells were visualized in 3D to determine core amounts and counted for each simulation at the 921 endpoint. Sphericity was measured over time, both for excited states and over all states (Fig. 3d) 
We roughly rescaled the sphericity by dividing by 0.48 to compensate for the cubic nature of the voxels. 925 We measured activation timescale by measuring the number of (B') and (A') cells present per timestep 926
and normalized each to 1 maximum. 927 We were also interested in the detailed spatial morphogenesis of these structures over time, thus 928
we developed and quantified homogeneity degree Ψ per cell type x, calculated according to the formula 929 below 930
This measure ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating maximal homogeneity, and is similar to sorting 932 measurements employed in other studies (Flenner et Sample sizes are given in the text and/or figure caption. Statistical tests were performed in JMP 971 PRO v14.0.0 with a significance level of 0.05. We performed a chi-squared analysis for our core 972 distribution analyses ( Fig. 3c and Fig. S3b ). We performed a matched t-test between average (A) cell 973 surface area and average (A') cell surface area per lattice, with 10 lattice replicates, for our inhibition 974 signaling cell monolayer patterning ( Fig. S6b bottom right) . We performed a standard two-tailed t-test for 975
comparing the lengths of elongation for Fig. 6f 
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